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Beyond Calvin
-Ed Nyman

On February 25, 1983, The Coalition for Christian
Outreach held its annual Jubilee Conference in the
Pittsburgh Hilton. Over twenty-five hundred college and
university students, primarily from the Pennsylvania,
West Virgina, Ohio tri-state area, gathered to hear
lectures and panel discussions by experts in various
academic and vocational fields. The conference's main
speaker, the Rev. John Guest, rector of St. Stephen's
Episcopal Church, Sewickley, PA, and founder of the
Coalition, spoke on the theme of "Christian Office,
Vocation, and Calling." The James Ward Band, Trinity
House Theatre, and the movie, "Competition," provided
entertainment options and thought-provoking
discussion.
The conference is sponsored by the Coalition as a
means of introducing students, especially those
attending secular institutions, to a Christian perspective
in their area of study, whether it be missions, nursing, or
chemistry. As the introductory literature to the
conference explains, "Jubilee 1983 is a conference
designed to examine the meaning of the Lordship of
Christ and the Kingdom of God in our lives as
Christians." The name, Jubilee, echoes Christ's
reference in Luke 4:18 to the great and final Jubilee, to
which the Old Testament Year of Jubilee pointed: "He
has sent me to proclaim release to the captives and
recovering sight to the blind, to set at liberty those who
are oppressed, to proclaim the acceptable year of the
Lord." To this end, the Coalition invited three speakers
to lecture in each of twelve areas of study (Arts, Biblical
Studies, Business, Education, History, Law, Medicine,
Missions, Politics, Psychology, sc·ience, and
Sociology). After each of the three speakers in a given
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area had made this presentation and fielded questions,
the three speakers joined together for a panel
discussion. Among the thirty-six speakers were six
present and former Calvin professors and two faculty
members from the Institute for Christian Studies in
Toronto.
It is difficult to describe the Jubilee conference and its
significance within the Reformed Christian community
without also discussing the work of the Coalition
throughout the remainder of the year.
The Coalition has a rather unique method of reaching
students. It contracts with almost half of the colleges
and universities in the tri-state area to fill certain
administrative, faculty, and staff positions at the school
with Coalition workers. This arrangement is appealing to
the schools because they need pay the Coalition worker
only half the usual salary. (The balance of their salary is
raised by the workers themselves from sponsors). Such
an arrangement gives the Coalition workers an
established position on campus and makes them a
familiar sight to students. They are then not strangers
come to evangelize, but friends who live and work with
them. This enables the Coalition workers to make contact with a great number of students, both Christian and
non-Christian alike. For example, many Coalition members work as Residence Hall Directors . In this capacity,
they are able to meet and make friends with the students
of a particular residence in a formal setting. At the same
time, they are able to address the needs of the
Christians on campus by leading Bible studies and
fellowship groups, by giving discipleship training, and by
leading them in witnessing to the non-Christian
members of the community.

It has always been one of the aims of the Coalition to
unite the church and the campus in its ministry. Fully
one third of the Coalition members work for local
congregations as youth pastors responsible, in
particular, for the students on a neighboring university
campus.
The Coalition's ministry to the students has a two-fold
emphasis: both evangelism and discipleship in kingdom
living . Each Coalition worker receives eight weeks of
summer training to prepare him for witnessing to the
students on his campus, for ministering to their spiritual
needs, and for giving them guidance in formulating a
Christian perspective in their field of study. It is this
wholistic emphasis that makes the Coalition's ministry
so unique and so promising. Often groups which
emphasize the soc ietal and intellectual implications of
the Gospel are accused of neglecting the call to
evangelism and personal piety. The Coalition seems to
have a firm comm itment to both sides of this distinction.
Over the years, the Coalition has adopted a Reformed
world-and -life view; combining that with the enthusiasm
and emphases of the evangelical community, they have
come up with a winning and highly successful
combination . For many of the students that the Coalition
workers meet, it is the first time that they have heard that
Christianity has something to say about every time that
they have heard that Christianity has something to say
about every area of their lives including their careers .
The Jubilee conference, then, is for them the capstone
of their year. Faced every day with professors and
classmates hostile tci Christian views, these students
have the opportunity at the Jubilee to hear Christian
educators and professionals in their field, to ask them
questions, and to brainstorm with other Christians about
the common problems they face in integrating their faith
and life. These students come to the Jubilee with a
voracious appetite for exploring these problems and a
great deal of eagerness and expectation. Thus, the
Jubilee has become known for its high-spirited mass
meetings, its rousing sing-song and for the charged
atmosphere of the entire weekend.
Perhaps the most exciting thing for this conference
goer is the potential that exists in the work of the
Coalition and in the Jubilee . The excitement and energy
that fills the Hilton 's ballroom on the Jubilee weekend is
just a taste of what can happen when the Evangelical
and Reformed traditions join hands. If what is happening
in the Pittsburgh area were happening all around the
country, the impact of the Reformed community on our
secular society would be increased many times over. It
was invigorat ing, and in many ways renewing , to see
twenty-five hundred students, many of them recent
converts, so enthusiastic about learning the things that
we in the Reformed tradition have heard since we were
children and find it difficult to get excited about
.anymore. The work of the Coalition and the Jubilee is
not only a step in the right direction, it is a leap.
■

An Interview
with Barb Schreur
Barb Schreur, a recent Calvin graduate, works for the
Coalition for Christian Outreach. Dialogue had the
opportunity to discuss with her the Coalition and her
work.

Dialogue: Tel us a little about the Coalition.
Schreur: Well , the Coalition is eleven years old. The
Coalition staff primarily has a vision for college students
in the Pittsburgh area. They've decided to limit
themselves to the Ohio, West Virginia, Pennsylvania Tristate area so that they can do the best possible work
there without spreading themselves too thin . Also, since
the concept was designed for this area, they've decided
to leave it here; they're not sure it would work anywhere
else. They work in more and more schools each year as
they grow larger. Right now the Coalition works on
almost half of the campuses in this area.
The Coalition is a cooperative ministry. That means
that the Coalition worker is hired both by the school and
by the Coalition . The school pays half the salary and the
Coalition worker raises the other half himself by getting
outside support. Besides working as a Resident Hall
Director, as I do, Coalition people also work as coaches,
assistant Deans, or professors, depending on their
qualifications. That's at the private colleges. At the state
universities the Coalition people work on behalf of a
local church as campus chaplains . Again , the church
pays half the salary and the worker has to come up with
the other half himself. The reason that they can only
work as chaplains at the state universities is that the
state universities are less willing than private colleges to
enter into a cooperative agreement with an organization
like the Coalition because of legal problems. But they
are willing to allow us to be on campus; we just can't
work for them .
The Coalition has a dual emphasis to its ministry. It is
committed both to discipleship and to evangelism. The
Coalition worker spends a lot of time on building
relationships with the students and on helping those
who are already Christians to become better Christians.
Dialogue: What's the connection between the
Reformed community and the Coalition?
Schreur: The Coalition gradually grew into the
Reformed world-and-life view. It started about six or
seven years ago through people like Pete Steen from
Grand Rapids and a number of people from the Institute
for Christian Studies in Toronto. The Coalition already
existed, but through the influence of these people it
added many of the Reformed emphases to its vision . So
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there's very little new about the Coalition theological
perspective after you've been at Calvin. But the
Coalition people bring a new sense of discovery to it.
They are really excited about this stuff. It's great to see.
And the Reformed idea of a world-and-life view is
quite new to this area. Around here, people often think of
Christians as being non-intellectual. It's exciting,
though, to watch students here realize that the Christian faith is not just dead Sunday orthodoxy or spiritual
warm fuzzies.
Dialogue: Tell us a little about your own work with the
Coalition.
Schreur: I work as a Residence Hall Director at Da_vis
and Elkins College in West Virginia. It's a small school
with about seven hundred residents living on campus.
Residence Hall policies at D & E are almost nonexistent. For instance, after the first month, there are no
open house rules. A fire drill at 2:00 a.m. in my residence
hall, which is a women's residence, would be just as
likely to turn up men as it would women. And there's
alcohol in abundance; D & E has a reputation for being a
real party school. It's not at all an intellectually strong
school, though it does very well in sports. For most of
these students it was a second or third choice. So that
says a lot about the type of students that are at D & E
and about their attitudes toward college.
It's very hard to deal with the lack of discipline. It's
hard to break a party mentality once it's started. In fact,
that party mentality has become a drawing card for
some students. And the problem gets harder to cure as
more and more students who like to party come to D & E
with that in mind.
The Coalition has been at D & E for eight years now.
At present there are four Coalition workers on campus.
Dialogue: What was it like coming to D & E after having
been at Calvin?
Schreur: It was a real culture shock. I had been an R.A.

It's exciting for me to see kids who have
never heard of a world-and-life view
coming to know the full scope of the
gospel.
at Calvin so I was involved in the Residence Hall
ministry there, but when I came here it was like a whole
new world. D & E is church related (sponsored by the
Presbyterian Church) but it's not necessarily a Christian
college. What is really ironic is that both Calvin and
D & E use the same term, "Freedom and Responsibility." You hear it over and over again at both schools,
and yet they've taken such radically different directions
with it.
One big difference I've noticed between Calvin and
D & E is that the reality of spiritual battle is much more
noticeable at D & E. There tends to be much more of a
polarization. There is far less grey area and middle
ground. You're either a Christian or a non-Christian, and
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the lines between those two are much more clearly
delineated than at a place like Calvin. At Calvin, you're
pretty much presumed to be a Christian. At D & E you're
presumed to be a non-Christian until you prove
otherwise.
But amidst all that negative stuff, it's exciting for me to
see kids who have never heard of a world-and-life view
coming to know the full scope of the gospel and its
meaning in their lives.
Dialogue: What are some of your duties both for the
college and for the Coalition?
Schreur: As a Residence Hall Director I'm expected to
do some programming and to supervise and train my
student staff. But other than that I have very few duties.
It's almost all discipline and there's a lot of that.
As a Coalition worker, I'm responsible for meeting the
needs of the Christians on campus and for conducting
some sort of evangelism. But that can take different
forms at different campuses, because each campus
has different needs.
At D & E I'm responsible for guiding a weekly
fellowship group of about 25-30 students. Coalition
workers also give lectures that present a Christian
perspective in various fields of study. The type of
evangelism that we do is primarily relationship
evangelism. After I've gotten to know a girl I take the
opportunity to tell her where I stand and share the
gospel with her. But it works best to keep it relaxed and
on a personal level. Last year four students became
Christians and the administration reacted to that a bit.
There were some accusations of arm twisting and that
sort of thing. They asked us to lay low. Usually colleges
don't mind the Coalition workers being on their campus,
because the Coalition people tend to do a very good job,
and, of course, they like the financial arrangements.
Dialogue: Do the other students realize what you are
up to?
Schreur: The Christian students do of course. Most of
the other students know that I'm a Christian but aren't
aware that I work for any organization outside of the
college.
Dialogue: Has your experience with the Coalition been
a good one?
Schreur: Yes it has, I'm learning more about our
responsibilities as Christians now than I did at Calvin.
And I mean that in the sense of coming to learn what it
means when God says, "To whom much is given, much
is expected." He's talking about possessions, it's true,
but he's also talking about heritage. When we sit on our
blessings at Calvin we aren't living up to our calling.
There are kids out here hungering and thirsting for what
God has given us in abundance. That doesn't mean that
the Coalition is for everyone, but it does mean that we
are expected to serve according to the blessings we've
been given.
■

Shearing
eyes spray glances desperately
at identical faces, downward smirks,
the homologous walls drift by,
the elevator smooths up or down,
and there's no gut leftSimon and Garfunkel,
Velveeta cheese,
the surgeon's white smock
and kindly mush eyes,
the sharpness never to be remembered;
the anesthetic takes holdFee/in' groovy
La, la, la, la, la, la, la
Fee/in' groovy ...
Long, flowing white robe
Catches all the mid-day brightness
And hazes over its outlines.
Run to the pure shepherd, the good shepherd,
He will protect you,
Run to the shepherd, run to the shepherd, Run
fists clencha sharp-outlined unflowing enters.
The serene patient lying flat,
Pasteurized in the midst of a cloud.
All others fade from the room
And he is at peace at lastA lone but for
Stainless Steel.
-Keith DeRose
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Interim 1983 saw 11 excited stu dents and one dear, courageous
professor to the hilly land of Wales. It
presented us with a full schedule of
lectures on Dylan Thomas, Gerard
Manley Hopkins, and Henry
Vaughan, showed us the old haunts
of those poets, and provided us with
enough free time to wander a bit, to
eat a lot, and to sleep . It also granted
us a journal requirement. The
vari ous journal excerpts below
describe a few of our memorable
experiences in Wales-some happy
and some sad, but all equally
endearing to each of us . The Interim,
wi th a little help from Wales, treated
us well; we only hope you enjoy our
visit as much as we did .

A Visit to Wales

Abus
A narrow black ribbon,
Tying the landscape down and together
For Welsh present-winding up,
Running down-lacing hill,
Gathering valleys, startles sheep standing still;
A doubly narrow coach
Braces, whines, shivers, writhing, squeezing itself,
Under headwind, steaming glass,
Suppressed screams, through every pass;
And far narrower rows,
Seating twelve widened minds, cannot harness one
Fired anticipant's fun.
We dream, chat, sing, laugh, eat,
Scream, get sick, gasp loud, point with feet on seat,
And throw out our pork pies.
-Paul Faber
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Jan Polinder
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Welsh
Rem iniscence
I sat with the tip of my nose touching the curved,
steamy glass which made up almost the entire side of
the touring bus. I was very sleepy, but, like a small child, I
was afraid to blink for fear of missing something. It was
damp and chilly in the bus, and I sat huddled with my fur
coat zipped under my chin , my warm breath adding
more steam to the misty windows. I quickly brushed the
window with my coatsleeve, only to find myself playing
"hide-and-seek" with the fog that blanketed the Welsh
landscape.
Through the mist, I could make out the bulky forms of
many kinds of sheep speckling the countryside. Some
were what I called the " rugged " type. They clung to the
rocky outcrops; unkempt, uncaring, and seemingly
unaware that one wayward step could send them
hurtling down to their deaths. Others were what I called
the " classy" type. These were stylish, black-stockinged
sheep, heavily laden with rich, Welsh wool. Although
they were different, all of the sheep had one thing in
common . They paid no heed to the bumping bus filled
with curious, bobbing eyes .
We rounded a bend in the winding mountain road, and
I saw a frosty stream tumbling down the cliffs, running
parallel to the droplets of moisture sliding down my
windowpane. I turned quickly to see if anyone else had
been looking. A few had, and we said nothing, only
smiled and nodded at one another. I knew they
understood . I glanced around the bus, and , suddenly, I
felt very shy. The faces of the people had become
familiar, but not the people behind the faces . Travelweariness had overtaken some, and they were dozing
comfortably in uncomfortable-looking positions . Others
were silently gazing out the window. It was a peaceful
silence. I thought back over the hectic weeks preceding
the trip, and decided that peaceful silence was what I
needed .
I turned back to the window, resolving to absorb the
landscape into a corner of my mind and to keep it there
forever. Everything was so gray-green and mossy,
ancient and misty. It was as if wholevillages had given
themselves over long ago to the pervading mist and
moss. I imagined that from then onward time had stood
still. The sheep wandered freely, munching on heather,
oblivious to our presence. I looked more closely and
discovered the only evidence of human life. It was an
ugly red paint-stamp of ownership splashed across the
pure wool. I secretly hoped the rain would wash it away.
Through-the mist I saw the old, gnarled, now weakly
groping trees, hunched over with the weight of the
years . To me, they seemed to be reaching with their
bent, black branches to grasp the mist and dew of
centuries past.

Jan Polinder

Clusters of crumbling slate and cobblestone
buildings were tucked away in deep valleys or hiding
away in the nooks of hills. Their · roots were firmly
entrenched in the rich, Welsh peat.
I remember watching a great crane , when I was a very
small child, as it systematically demolished a proud old
building . I was troubled when the building was gone. It
seemed unnatural that it should be humbled in such a
way. The houses which I saw on that winding road in
Wales were being allowed to die peacefully-proudly
crumbling , a testimony to mortality.
We rode for hours, and, after counting many blackstockinged sheep, I lost the battle with my eyelids and
fell into a deep, head-bobbing sleep. I awoke at dusk to
the sound of the sea. We had arrived at our destination,
the city of Aberystwyth. The rolling Welsh countryside
was replaced with bright lights and a crashing ocean.
We travelled many roads in Wales, but none quite like
the one we took on that first day through the sleeping,
Welsh countryside. And now, every once in a while,
when life seems rushed and hectic, I close my eyes and
reach back in my memory to the file marked "Wales." I
open it up and let the mist fill my mind; and I dream of a
faraway, sleepy place, where, for a day, .time stood still.

-Katy DeVries
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Just
Another
Christmas
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It was raining again . Sitting staring out the window, the old
man saw that the world looked different. The colored lights
draping the trees, the cars, and mostly the people, all looked
distorted through the rain-streaked window. The old man had
seen a lot of rain recently. It came often, without warning or
control. In retribution for the summer, we will have a grey
: Christmas, the old man thought to himself.His wisdom told him
that the weather, like all things, worked in cycles and, since the
summer had been warm and beautiful, the winter must be
stormily dismal.
He watched as a bus stopped at the corner outside his window. It picked up a passenger and then drove away to finish its
route. He knew that in an hour and a half the bus would be
back, making another circle around the city. It would leave, but
it always returned.
The old man was slumped in a wheelchair. His face was
intricate and yet prosaic-it had the roughness that comes
with age but the softness of indifference. His features told you
that he was apathetic about his life and yet that life was
inextricably involved in the mechanicsms of the world outside
his window. Even the crow's feet at the corner of his eyes were
ambivalent. They could have been caused by frowning or by
smiling . His hands were curled and on his lap and his legs,
immobile, were resting on the steps of the wheelchair. The
wispy, grey hair on his head was pushed to a side, it did not
seem to matter which side, as long as it was out of his eyes. His
eyes were the important thing . His sight had a whimsical
nature of its own, flitting in and out at times; but it was the most
important sense to him . His sight kept him a part of the world
outside.
The old man liked to sit and stare out the window. He would
pretend that his legs could carry him onto the bus or that his
heart was good so that he could walk two miles. He would
watch people and wonder what trials they were facing and
whether this was a good time or a bad time in their lives. The
old man liked to watch through the window as the rain
streamed down in tiny rivulets, making the people look different . He liked to watch the rain as it was absorbed into the
ground, imagining the phases it went through until it reached
the clouds once more, to fall down as rain against the window.
The old man liked to look out the window and remember times
when his heart was good.
It was raining again on Christmas. He sat alone in his
apartment, watching the rain. This had been the year of Joy
Chantry. He remembered the summer-how it had been short,
full of clarity, love and sun. Now everything looked hazy
through the rain, the love was gone and the sun was covered
by clouds. It seemed as if it had been raining for three months
and he wondered when it would ever stop.

The man punished himself by continually thinking about
Joy. He thought of his love for her. He knew the love was true
but while they were going out it had been hidden at times. It
had come and gone capriciously, making him accept her one
day and reject her the next. He knew that she loved him more
than anyone ever would and he wondered if that was the
reason he had acted as he had.
He stared out the window and thought back to the time when
his love had been new. How he had worshipped her! He
had thought of her constantly, talked to her daily. But, as with
previous attempts at love, the novely of infatuation, the freshness and sense of life that one derives from the first months of
rapture, had soon worn off. He knew the love was still there but
it seemed to be enervated. He blamed it on himself for not
having been able to completely trust her.
After five months of bliss, in September, he had begun to
fluctuate between love and disdain. He regarded her with
affection when he saw or talked to her but forgot her when
apart. Finally, in October, he had an affair.
Afterwards he had been sorry. He knew Joy loved him, but
he thought she could never forgive him for so grievous a sin,
so he turned his back on her. He didn't call her and didn't
return her calls. He had pretended he didn't need love. Now,
almost three months later, he sat alone in his apartment,
staring out the window, watching the rain. And he cried.
"Mr. Kane?"
"Yes boy, what is it? "
"I'm sorry I woke you up but it is time to take your medicine."
"You didn't wake me up, I was thinking-something you
should do more of, especially if you want to be a writer, as you
claim. "
The old man took the medicine and the paper cup from the
orderly and for a second their hands touched . The old man's
bent, arthritic fingers grasped the cup from the straight, tightskinned hand of the boy, and for a moment youth was
juxtaposed with age, hope with unfulfilled dreams.
"I may be bent and my grinders may cease but I will always
be able to look through the window, " the old man said as he
took the pills, recognizing the difference between himself and
the boy.
He gave the cup back to the boy and turned his wheelchair
away from the window. The room was small. It had a bed, a
dresser and a table next to the bed with a lamp and a Bible on
it. The Bible had been given to him by Mrs. Helm, the lady in the
room next to his. He had taken it rather than offend her. Sometimes he read it when he couldn 't get to sleep at night, (they
didn't give him sleeping pills anymore), but mostly it just sat
under the light.
"How are you feeling today, Mr. Kane? That was a pretty
bad attack you had last night. We almost put you in the
hospital."
"I'm fine, and don't talk of putting me in the hospital. This
place is bad enough but at least it doesn't smell like
antiseptic."
"You wouldn 't complain if you were dying. Oh, by the way,
Mrs. Helm said to assure you that she is praying for you ," the
orderly said with a smile.
"Well you tell Mrs. Helm that at this point in my life it doesn 't
matter who is praying for me. I've made it through the last
twenty years of my life without prayer; I'II make it through this. I
wish whoever Mrs . Helm prays to would kill me and get it over ·
with . What is he waiting for?"
"Maybe you should pray and ask him ," the orderly said sarcastically.
"You can 't teach an old dog new tricks, Dave. I don't have
time to learn how to be pious. There is too little time for those
kinds of things before I die. "

things before I die."
" Okay, Mr.Kane, " the orderly said laughing. "Well, I've got to
get going. You take care now." Then he turned and started out
the door.
"Oh , Dave," the old man called, stopping him in the
doorway. " Do you think you could drop by later tonight?"
"Sure Mr. Kane," the orderly answered smiling. Then he left
and closed the door behind him . The old man turned the
wheelchair back toward the window and watched the rain .
I work all my life for a small room to die in, he thought to
himself as he watched the people run through the rain . The
rain made the people look young to him, healthy. He saw a
man in a tan overcoat run to a taxi and he imagined that the
man was going to meet his girlfriend. They would kiss and then
spend the night on a couch in front of a fireplace. They would
be warm and dry.
Rain always made the old man cold inside, where nothing
could warm him but liquor. But they didn't allow that in here, sc
he was cold. Cold and empty and alone.
She could have saved him. Looking out his window he
realized that. He had just started to gain confidence in himself.
By trusting her he had been growing, becoming sure of
himself. He had been ready to quit his job and pursue a dream
of writing but then had faltered. He was unfaithful. He was surprised at how quickly it had happened. It had come like the .
rain, suddenly and without control. He knew he loved her but
he was scared to surrender himself completely, to trust in her.
He had been hurt before.
She could have saved him! She could have rescued him
from a job he didn 't like, from a lonely existence from being
unloved. But he hadn't trusted. He did not let her save him. He
even knew that she would have forgiven him, but now he felt it
was too late.
He picked up a bottle of sleeping pills next to him. As he
unscrewed the cap he thought to himself, a time to be born, a
time to die.
The old man felt the pain in his chest starting . He recognized
the dull, spreading ache that began in his heart and moved
tenaciously down his arms, grasping his nerves and holding
on until. . .
"Hello my friend, " the old man said to the pain . "Back so
soon? We were just together last night. I'm sorry I left you so
abruptly, I know it's rude to pass out on a guest."
The old man wore a grimace as he stared out the window,
watching the rain . He felt the pain , like a hand , squeeze his
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heart, gently at first but with ever-increasing pressure. The
demon, the old man thought to himself, he is going for my
weakness. He knows my heart is not strong . He knows where
to hurt me. I must think about something; I must think about the
rain . Poor Mrs. Helm prays all day, she doesn't get to see the rain .
Too bad, the rain changes people more than her prayers do.
After what seemed like a long time, the rain began to let up
and he whispered softly to himself, "I suppose I should go to
bed." He turned his wheelchair around and rolled himself over
to the bed. One good thing about this place, he thought to
himself, we are always dressed for bed . He lifted himself with
his arms onto the firm mattress and positioned his legs, then
pulled the sheet and blanket over them.
The pain was getting worse and he knew he would not be
able to sleep, so he reached over and picked up the Bible.
Soon the pain was so bad that he had to quit reading. He kept
the Bible on his chest but closed his eyes. The rain had
stopped so he listened to the hiss of the cars as their tires sped
over the wet pavement. The Christmas lights in the trees
outside his window brightened the night with their colorful glow
and as he lay with the Bible upon his chest, the light from the
trees and the lamp made everything much easier to see.
Easier than when it was raining .
He was lying with his eyes closed when he heard the door
open and sensed the draw of air. When he felt someone take
the Bible off his chest he opened his eyes.
"Oops . Sorry to wake you Mr. Kane."
"Once again you mistake my closed eyes for sleeping. I was
thinking ."
"Meditating on this?" the orderly asked, smiling and lifting
the Bible closer to his eyes.
"No. I had it on my chest because I just read an article in the
lounge on faith healing and I wanted to see if it really worked,"
the old man said.
The orderly laughed and then casually read from the Bible in
a sardonic tone of voice. "A generation goes, and a generation
comes, but the earth remains forever. The sun rises and the
sun goes down, and hastens to the place where it rises. The
wind blows to the south, and goes round to the north; round
and round goes the wind, and on its circuits the wind returns .
All streams run to the sea, but the sea is not full; to the place
where the streams flow, there they flow again."
It was then that the old man saw clearly again . He looked
around the room like a baby fresh from the womb. He felt warm
and he liked having Dave read. He glanced up at the orderly
and for a moment he thought he saw himself, but the image
faded. Then he reached out with his gnarled hand and
touched David .
"Thank you for coming by," he said.
"No problem Mr. Kane. I like to visit with you."
The old man continued as if he hadn't heard the orderly. "I
don't like to be alone. I worked all my life for this, to die here, all
alone. I forsook my future before, with Joy. I won 't do it again,
not tonight. I won't die alone."
"You're not going to die, Mr. Kane. Stop talking like that.
You're too young to die."
"Yeah," the old man said with a chuckle. "I'm too young to
die and too old to learn. Dave, the only thing worse than dying
alone is living alone. For God's sake, Dave, don't live alone."
The orderly, confused, sensed that it was time to leave . The
old man is tired , he thought, the medicine is making him
groggy. He set the Bible down and reached to turn off the light
but the old man told him to leave it on.
"It was dark with the rain all day, I want it to be light tonight,"
he said and picked up the Bible.
"Ok, goodnight Mr. Kane."
"Goodnight David."
The rain was slowing down. He still sat in the chair with the
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bottle of pills in his hand, but he could not force himself to take
them. He was scared of what would happen. He didn't know
what death was like, he didn't know what to expect. Over and
over in his head he thought of Joy. Her laugh, her smile .. .her
love. Oh, that unequaled love! The love he had thrown away. A
love of patience, kindness and understanding. A love that did
not insist on its own way but hoped for a little return love, a little
devotion. Yes, he must live. He could not ask Joy for
forgiveness but he could live.
As he screwed the cap back on the bottle he thought to
himself, a time to be born, a time to die. And when he went to
bed that night it had stopped raining, if only for a little while.

The old man knew he was going to die. The pain was worse
than it had ever been before. He lay there, bathed in the light of
the lamp, with the Bible upon his chest. Then, as the warmth of
the light began to take away some of his inside cold, and as the
Bible took away some of his inside loneliness, he began to
pray. He prayed for forgiveness and he prayed for strength
and he prayed for courage.
"Dear Lord," he said aloud, "please forgive me. Throughout
my life I have been strong and weak in faith, but in the last few
years I have neglected you. I have lived these last few years
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alone. Please Lord, don't let me die alone. Fill me with hope
and courage. Give me strength to face death . Give me
courage to take the hand from my heart, the hand that is
squeezing it. In its place let me accept your hand. Hold my
heart Lord, I give it to you."
After he had prayed for a long time he opened his eyes. It
was dawn and the sun was beginning to rise, filling his room
with soft warmth. As the light streamed through the window, it
made shadows on the wall and floor. The panes in the window
made three dark crosses on the white wall, making it look like
they were burnt there.
"Merry Christmas," he said aloud.

David came into the room that night to clean out the old
man's things and he was sad . He took the Bible off the table
and threw it in the bottom of the box; then he emptied the
dresser drawers, folding the old man's clothes and placing
them in the box. When the box was almost full he stripped the
bed, carefully folding the sheets and putting them on top of the
clothes. Before he left he went to the window to close the
drapes. The Christmas lights were off and the night was dark. It
was raining again.

Fire Escape

Tom Irvine
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VanderWeele's perspective on the
When asked what place
administration. For only in the past
type of course that should be
Journalism has at Calvin, the
fall semester has there been a
offered, but is not quite so
following response was given by a
member on the faculty who is fully
optimistic about the present state or
student who is currently taking
qualified to teach journalistic writing
about the future of the program. He
courses in the concentration, "Right
skills. Lamentably, however, she
sees the program as drifting
now,
it
doesn
't
seem
to
have
a
place
has left; thus basic reporting is
at
all,
but
it
could
and
it
should.
A
because
of the administration's
taught by professors whose
reluctance to have a full-time
major probably couldn't be justified,
professional training is in English
person designated to teach
but more emphasis on the minor is
literature and Advanced Reporting
needed. But students have to make
journalism courses. The resultant
is taught not at all. The alternative to
inconsistent staffing weakens the
it known what they want in their
Advanced Reporting, Advanced
Journalism program . It's easy to
program considerably and makes
Composition, does not do justice to
drop out of a newly-begun program,
Oppewal wonder how seriously we
the teaching of journalism, per se,
but
we
need
to
stick
with
it.
That
at Calvin are willing to commit
because of its emphasis on
requires a few sacrifices. But we
ourselves to this program. The
expository writing. Said one student
want a strong minor. Maybe it's a
program has much potential, it
in commenting on the lack of
good idea to set up a committee of
appears, but it is having a hard time
qualified instructors, "There are
students and sympathetic, qualified
actualizing its possibilities.
people around with masters in
faculty members."
In the Speech Department,
journalism-get them." Another
however, something new is
Perhaps it would be a good idea to
student added, ".One of the prime
open the communication between
developing. Professor Q. Shultze
ways of communicating is through
the students and - writing. Because only Basic .
faculty
involved.
Reporting is offered and because
rd
Advanced Reporting is virtually nonAcco ing to some
of the faculty inexistent, the program doesn't cover
all you need to know. Most technical
volved, the situation doesn't look _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
aspects of journalism you can learn
has recently presented to the first of
on the job-writing you've got to
quite so grim. Professor Steve
a long chain of committees, a
VanderWeele, advisor to the
know how to do beforehand. And a
proposal for a Mass Teleconcentration, sees this past year
writing class? Make it hard; right
communications Speech major.
as "a good year." He noted the rising
now it's too easy."
This new program will be different
interest and enthusiasm of the
Students have also expressed
from the present journalism
students and the growing
dissatisfaction with other courses in
program in that it will be considered
enrollment in the various classes in
the program. Mass Communicaa major not a minor, in that it will not
tions 230, a Speech Department
the concentration . He feels that
be offered in conjunction with the
course was called "a bird course."
students should have no difficulty
Graphic Layouts, offered by the Art ·
getting their courses, although it is
English Department, and in that its
primary orientation will be oral deDepartment, was described as "a
extremely regretable that Advanced
livery C?f news, not the print media.
course that's not demanding
Reporting has not yet been offered
enough." The program has been
and that no fully qualified staff
Although such a major does not fall
person is available to teach the
into the traditional, classical
described most negatively as "an
course.
disciplines that Calvin, as a liberal
easy, great minor that's ineffective."
arts college, is committed to,
Professor VanderWeele finds the
It's a good minor for the unprogram well set up. It is his opinion
Schultze has "tried to create a mass
interested student because it's a
that a minor in journalism is all that
blow-off. But it is embarassing and
communications program that
Calvin should offer since journalism
logically flows from a speech
not satisfying enough for the
requires the background of a solid
discipline." Shultze explains the
interested student.
major-one needs something to
need for a tele-communications
However, in reviewing this past
write about, after all. The minor
major in this way: "electronic
interim's course in Legal and Ethical
offers a modest program; solid
delivery of news is on the horizon .
Aspects of Journalism, students
gave favorable reports . Most of
training comes with a broad
It's already in operation.
them found it interesting, relevant,
comprehension of human
Telecommunications is here. We
-- --and --thought-provoking . It was a- - - --- knowledgEC A ma.Jar -in -jo~urnalism
- can- cla-im it for the -kingdom or turn-<~- - course that students could get a lot
would not serve a student well
away from it .. .. Those who have
out of whether they had had much
because the wide perspective and
power and get information will
background in journalism or not. But
the solid basis developed by the
increasingly develop a class system .
a negative reaction was expressed
academic -disciplines would be lost.
based on available information .
toward the interim course Pop
Professor Peter Oppewal of the
These problems may worsen with
Culture in Mass Media: "Although it English Department, also involved in
telecommunications, which is all the
was interesting, it was too general
.the organization of the Journalism
. more reason we should have :
and unrelated."
·
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uninterested student because
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participating. We need to put some
salt, some redeeming value into it.
I'm precocious, willing to promote
it.
The need for Christians to remain
involved in an increasingly
technically operated media is clear
enough. In consideration, however,
of what Calvin already offers in
Journalism, a few questions arise.
How will this new speech major
affect the present Journalism/Mass
Communications Program? Why
not put as much emphasis on the
written as on the oral word? Is the
program departing from the liberal
arts character of Calvin College?
Responses to these questions
have been varied. Shultze feels that
the implementation of this new
· speech major will help to increase
interest in the journalism supplementary concentration since
it will "stimulate thinking on campus
about man's perspective on media."
' Professor Oppewal believes that the
Speech and English Departments
ought to be able to continue to work
in a joint program and while he is
glad to see that the Speech
Department is offering more
emphasis on radio and television, he
is sorry to see that there is almost no
writing included in the proposed
major. Professor VanderWeele
wonders how technical we can get
in a liberal arts college and sees the
dominant quesion as being "Can we
. fit this under the larger constitution
of the liberal arts?" The student
responses, as earlier mentioned,
have expressed regret over the lack
of instructors for, and promotion of,
writing courses.
These are, then, two areas of
criticism concerning the Journalism
program at Calvin. The present
Journalism/Mass Communications
Supplementary Concentration is
criticized primarily for failing to have
made available all of its courses,
which in turn is a result of a lack of
qualified instructors. However, the
program itself has the potential to
provide substantial courses and to
give an adequate introduction to
journalism. And there is growing
student interest. The appointment of
a full-time instructor appears to be
the best solution for remedying its
II
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present ailing state. Hopefully such
an appointment can be made within
the next year.
And, there is hesitation about the
proposed Telecommunications
Speech major for its de-emphasis
on writing instructions and because
it appears to veer from Calvin's
liberal arts stance. Yet, as Shultze
explained, we must be futuristic
thinkers. The impact of Journalism/Mass Communications on our
society cannot be ignored, nor can
the continuous changes that are
taking place in this discipline
be overlooked . It would be too
simplistic to reject such an
important field of education simply
because it would require us to
broaden our horizons. Thus, it is
important that we consider the
various aspects of both programs.
We can applaud the broadening of
our curriculum to include
telecommunications but must reject
any tendency to shift away from
journalism and to the telecommunications medias instead.
At the time of this writing, the
Education Policy Committee has
given approval for three of four new
courses to be taught next year:
Technical Aspects of Video, Communications Ethics, and Popular
Culture in Television. Video Production, however, will not be taught.
These courses have been approved
primarily because of the availability
of a well-qualified instructor, Cliff
Christian, who will be on the CCCS
staff next year. Full implementation
of the program's proposed speech
major is contingent upon faculty approval (meeting to be held on May 9,
1983) and on available funds.
We are left now with speculative
questions. How will its approval
affect the present program? Should
the present program be developed
more fully? Or should it be in corporated into the proposed
speech major? Will the college be
able to or willing to promote the
growth of both programs and will it
be able to give them the
professional energy that each
needs?
■

How Come1
-Henry Guetter
Student employment at Calvin College is a peculiar
thing. There exists a marked distinction between those
who "work" and those who "serve." The energies of the
former, it seems, are validated because they are
directed toward the faculty or administration. The
energies of the latter, on the other hand, lack that validity
since they contribute only to that vague concept called
student activity. The distinction between these two ends
of student energies must be examined in order to
discern a way out from this oddly humorous situation.
Each school year a large number of students are
rewarded jobs on campus in order to defray the costs of
tuition. Positions are available in the library, within the
various academic departments, and on the
maintenance staff to name just a few. Students are
renumerated for the time "worked" with an hourly wage
somewhere between $3.35 and $4.00. This
renumeration seems quite natural since it contributes to
the efficient functioning of the institution. Who can
imagine a college, whose aim it is to train students to
serve God full-personedly, without those services?
Each year, also, students are urged to apply for positions in various student organizations like Chimes, Student Senate, WCAL, Prism and Dialogue. The applicants for these positions are told that they must understand themselves as servants of the student body, and
that any renumeration, therefore, is to be viewed as a
gift. The name for renumeration, "Honorarium," is
evidence of this. There seems to be little reason to pay
these student servants a real wage since their energies
are mere contributions to student activity-the
presence of which is inevitable by virtue of student life.
The college, it appears, has done its supererogatory
deed by not only making this activity possible, but also
by providing the space and organizational support to
make it respectable activity. But hourly wages seem
unnecessary.
To take a few steps back and look at both types of
student employment in the context of Calvin College as
a whole, however, reveals something odd. ls the college
really sincere about training students in ways of
obedience to God? If so, why are only those students
employed by the faculty or administration given an
hourly wage? Do the employees of student
organizations intend something quite different with their
energies than do the employees of the faculty or
administration? Is the formal training given by the
college qualitatively different from the informal training
given by student organizations? Why pay the

employees of student organizations and honorarium
that calculates to pay about $1 .00 per hour when
employees for the faculty or administration get
minimum wage?
Recent SMAC discussions have been struggling with
this issue, but have failed to articulate the question
properly. They have asked whether it is right to use
student tuition monies to renumerate student
"servants" without defining the label "servant." It seems
obvious, when one looks at the faculty and
administration, that everyone who serves is entitled to a
chunk of student tuition monies. Why look at student
organizations with different glasses? If the false
distinction between "work" for the college, and
"service" for the student body could be replaced with an
understanding that al/ employees both work and serve,
the discussions would be well advanced.
Perhaps more _,.attention should be paid to the one
student organization that, because of its unusual
position between the college and the student body, has
been able to internalize this understanding: the Student
Volunteer Service (SVS) . SVS began in 1964 as a
spontaneous student organization intended to facilitate
student involvement in contemporary social problems,
especially in education. Within a few years it became
evident that the organization was of service to the
student body and to the college aS'well as to the Grand
Rapids community. At that time it was decided that the
coordinators for the volunteers would be paid for the
hours they worked beyond the first three hours of
volunteer work in service of the student body. For
example, a coordinator who worked 10 hours per week
would be asked to volunteer the first 3, and would be
paid for the remaining 7. As time went on, however, the
organization became more aware that its essential role
was to provide a service. Because that service was
claimed to be an important component of life at Calvin
College, the coordinators were paid a regular wage for
all time spent at work.
SVS has gotten over the false distinction between
work and service and is able to give a fair return for its
employees' efforts. Can other student organizations
follow?
A lot of money is used to maintain an institution like
Calvin College, but the expenditures are justified by
their contribution to the aims of the college in general. If
creating a setting in which students can be trained to
glorify God in all areas of life is taken seriously, the
recognition of a// student energies toward the end
should be considered.
■
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I Spent a Lifetime
in Israel One Day
I was walking through the old city of Jerusalem, through the
Jewish quarter. I stopped into a little art gallery to take a look.
And much to my pleasure I met the owner of the shop, a tall
man, maybe 32 years old, and dark complected, much darker
than /. He worked his shop alone when he was not serving in
the lsraelie army. Right away he asked me if I was an
American Jew. "Yes, " I said.
"I 've been to America many times," he said.
"What do you think?" I asked.
"I think it is a ridiculous land where people are concerned
with everything that does not matter." His face smiled but his
words hung solemnly in the air. He continued, "It's not a place
like Israel; it's not a place where people care. When you drive
your car in America everyone keeps to themselves; no one
looks around. No one cares."
I nodded in silence.
"And what do you think little one?" He was charming.
"Well, I think you've seen a part of the real America, and
there is more,· some is much worse,· scpme is much better." He
interrupted, "Maybe so, but for you, especially for you, Israel is
the best place on earth. It is our new land. We are partners. We
have lost many of our own, but now we have our homeland. It is
your land. You should come home-to your new home."
"That's a nice invitation," I laughed as I spoke.
I was sitting with my back to an empty fire pit in a large room
which was the entire shop. Almost all the art pieces were on
the wall or close to the sides of the room, save a few small
pieces of sculpture which sat on large white blocks placed in,
what appeared to me to be, unstrategic locations in the room. I
was cold, and I wished there had been a fire blazing in the pit. I
was always cold in Israel. He sat looking at me, smiling. I
looked back at him. He was a beautiful man to look at, with
large, deep brown eyes. I though I could see straight through
to the back of his head. I could have drowned in those eyes. He
began to speak.
"Yes, God is good to his chosen people: He has kept us
alive and together for over two thousand years. Two thousand
years. No other people have survived like us. Do you know
what that means? "
"I think so, " my reply was timid.
"It means he wants us to be where we are. He makes us
strong. To fight, to survive." His voice was triumphant. "So I
fought for Israel, and because you are a Jew, my sister, I fight
for you. This land is won for you."
"Is that what God wants for us?" I asked.
"Ab . .so. .lute . .ly. Absolutely, " he said.
"I mean, why do you think we are God's chosen people?" I
asked.
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-by Marsha Plafkin

"It's not why do I 'think', it's in the 'fact' of our surviving. God
wants us to fight, to live. Absolutely."
"Even if Israel hurts the non-Jews who live here?"
"We do not hurt them, they are free to work and live as they
please." He spoke in a matter-of-fact tone.
"It's jµst that. . ."I began, and he interrupted, " .. .just what?
That you want to make a world up in your head?"
"No, I just want to know if people here take God for what he
is, you know, take him seriously. " I spoke quietly.
"Absolutely, we take him seriously. Because of God we are
a Jewish nation. God wants this. We take him seriously."
I stood up and walked around his shop. There are many
paintings of Israel: the western (wailing) wall, the old city, the
gates of the city wall, the holocaust memorial, and
landscapes. I saw other paintings which I did not recognize,
and abstract designs, pottery, and metal works. He watched
me move slowly from piece to piece. Sometimes I would
comment, "Oh I like this one" or "I wish I could live in that one."
Some pieces were easy to pass by. Others captured me. I kept
walking, slowly. When I had circled the room, zig-zagged my
way in and out of the sculptures in the middle of the room, I
came back to sit down.
"You are serious about God, yes?" he asked.
"Yes." I replied.
"It is good for a Jew to be serious about God, but remember
who you are, and remember God is not for crazy people who
want to pretend the world is something it is not." He paused a
moment. "You and I are not like those Christians of the world
who set their mind on clouds and ideas. We have God
because we see him keep us alive. Two thousand years." I sat
staring at him. He overwhelmed me with his conviction.
"We do not preach about Jesus being nailed on a cross, and
dying, and re-living. We are not so foolish . We are in the real
world, you and I. God expects us to be good, in the world. To
take care of our own. So I take care of you. I fight for you. And
Israel is for you."
My throat felt thickly coated, like it does in the morning when
words suffer to get past my lips. He just looked at me.
"What are you thinking little one?"
"I am thinking . . .that, mm, maybe we are supposed to take
care of more than just our own people. "
"And?" he replied. I felt pried open by that single 'and'.
"And, that maybe we can learn something from the
Christians."
He cut me off, "We will learn only how to hate, how to kill in
the name of God, how to kill innocent people because they are
not like us. Christians have only this to teach." His face was
flushed, and he was sitting up straight in his chair. I wanted to

respond but no words came.
"Why do you worry so much that we learn from Christians?"
He was short with me.
"It just seems to me that we are all in this world together, and
it might help things to go smoothly," I replied.
"Oh you are the clever one, like so many others who think
that their cleverness will heal the world. Well, don 't be so
clever, just be who you are, a Jew." His words scraped against
me. "Why do you bother yourself with the same people who
want to kill you?"
"I don't know," I lied.
"Don't bother yourself with these Christians, with Jesus. It is
not for Jews. Israel is for Jews." He went on to talk about the
unity of Jews via our Jewish state. Over and over again in my
head I kept thinking of Jesus. I hated Jesus for making me go
through this. I wanted to forget him. I began listening again. "If
it were up to the 'christians' we would have no homeland, what
do you think of that?"
"Maybe your claims are true, I don't know, I only know it
seems like Jesus had some good things to say, and Christians
see this, and maybe we ought to listen." I could not go on to
finish what I thought.
"Many people have good things to say. We cannot listen to
them all. Why do you persist with this Jesus anyway?"
"I'm just interested."
"Interested in what? Forgetting that you are a Jew?
Forgetting that the blood of our people was spilt because of
Jesus? Forgetting that Hitler killed your relatives to create a
'supreme' christian race?" His stare was unbearable.
"Nol" I wanted to run from that shop. "I can't forget, and I
don't want to."
"Then forget Jesus, and all this foolish talk," he said.
I was silent.
"Tell me, do you think about believing in Jesus?"
"Well, maybe."
"Do you know what I think?" I did not want to ask, but I knew
too that I would have to. He said, "I think you are a confused
little girl, seeking to make this world the way you think it should
be. You're clever, and full of thoughts. And you think if you
think hard enough you can change the world. Well you can't."
"I do believe." I said.
"In?" he asked.
"Jesus."
He sat up in his chair again, while throwing his hands up in
the air and letting them fall onto his head he said, "Do you
know what you are doing? You are my sister. And while I am
over here fighting to give you a home land, you are in America
throwing it away. You have thrown away your Jewish people
for a bunch of gays?"
"I have not thrown away my Jewish people." I could feel my
face redden, my pulse was throbbing in my neck.
"You have. And you are here to see if you can have it all
anyway. And you can't. You must choose, you can't be a Jew
and a Christian."
Why! I want to be both . God can't make me be his child by
making me forget who I am . And remembering is a battle,
always being fought, never being won . I won't accept that. And
I will not accept the stupidity of my people, the Jews, nor the
calousness of my people, the Christians, as they both seek
definition over and against one another. Israel, who has so
long suffered, who has sworn never to forget, is now the host of
wrath. Israel harbors a new type of death camp. A camp where
human freedom is murdered. As the proverb goes, 'reap what
you sow, ' so hatred was sowed, now it is the apundant crop of
the harvest. It's a sad cycle: Germany sowed hatred, Jews
reaped it. Now Jews begin to sow. I fear what the Palestinians,_

what the world, will reap. The hatred, the oppression, will not
disappear, it just creeps from place to place until people tire of
it and will have it no more, and then it moves on to another
place.
Each new generation of Israel digs up the old graves on the
hillside only to make room for new graves to line the furrows.
The land that flows with milk and honey flows thicker with
blood. Jews hate Christians because as the Christian soldiers
marched onward to 'preach the Gospel' to all people they
nearly killed all of those people. Obviously the makers of
pogroms, crusades, and holocausts knew that ideas could
indeed be killed, and they found the way-kill the person with
the idea. It seems the Good News is not so good for everyone.
Jews hate Christians for another reason which basically lies in
the hands of the Church: a misrepresentation of Christianityof its purpose, of its fundamental beginnings, and of the God
who is the God of both Jews and Christians. Our Christian tradition does not offer convincing evidence that we have been
able to remember or Lord's Jewish faith. It seems to me one
crucifixion would have been enough. Still they continue.
Christians have abused the great responsibility which
Christ's blood has placed upon us. To be a witness . Feverishly
our lips flow over with words, but only half-frozen hearts do our
bodies enact his love, his truth . We have forsaken our call, and
the Jews are justified intheir bitter pain. It hurts me to say, but I
will never ask my people to forget all they have suffered. I do
however, ask them to forgive what they have suffered.
But Jews do not suffer alone. Eastern Christians and
Moslems in Israel are not without their bitterness. Both were
literally hacked apart by the crusaders: both drown in a deep
misunderstanding of one another. My one afternoon with a
Moslem gentleman did teach me this-we both want the same
things. We both want to serve God, whom he calls Alla, and we
both want our service to make a difference now, in this world.
We both ache because of all the small minds, closed hearts,
and the misunderstandings that these cause. When I step
outside my little Calvin world where people are basically
unconcerened with whether or not you support the 'ordination
of women' the 'tax for millage,' or 'the Belgic Confession,' I find
that that little world's standard answers have lost their
meaning. The people outside the Calvin community do not
need to expel mental energy trying to determine if women are
as human as men. Women and men are killed equally; all get to
suffer. Unlike our Calvin community these people do not need
to convince others that there is only one way to think; no one
agrees on anything of minor importance, and that's alright.

-
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Though hard to believe, our deepest economic, political and
social questions are not shared by the whole world. And my
convenient Christian warehouse (you know, the place where
we keep all of our answers) is too limited; and at times the
answers it has stored are wrong . New questions are coming
my way and the old answers are not worth hearing anymore.
They lose their worth when they fail to affect to the entire
cosmos around me, and only affect the little world in which I
live.
I am asking some new questions, and I ask them as one
committed to the priesthood of the Saints, committed to the
Lordship of Jesus, the Christ. I question because of a bitterness I feel. This bitterness arises in me because I assume our
common Christian faith will produce life; in reality it has
produced death. This slaps me cold. (The commonness I am
speaking of is not a common 'doctrine' which we can all reel
off in unison. Frankly, I enjoy a bit of creativity, a bit of pluralism,
a bit of being what God made us to be-different.) We are
corporately responsible for this death. We must own, that is be
responsible and accept as our own, our common failings as
sharers in a common Christian faith. Even with our creative
difference, we are common in this: we all follow the Christ
(some take the high road, others take the low road). I am
suggesting a command bind that is even more visable from
the outside than the inside; the non-believers perceive us as
being more catholic than we ourselves truly are. It is ironic that
those on the inside, who proclaim one catholic and apostolic
church, are quickest to point out our differences. They say to
us, "You are all the same." We say to one another, "We are
many. You and you are not us."
This is the cause for this ugly burden which we carry, this
gloomy fog which surrounds Christianity, the fact that we do
own the history of Christianity, both its clean flesh and its dirty
scabs. Likewise there is no distinction between the people
who are the body and the God who is sovereign over that body.
In their eyes any Christian who fails is equivalent to all Christianity taking the plunge. Even worse , when the Church
screws up, God has screwed up. This means that we are held
accountable by those who are outside the church for the
mistakes both of our fellow Christians and of our foreparents;
we represent these mistakes each time we move forward or
backward as ambassadors of the Church, ambassadors of
Christ . I am glad to know that someone is unifying the Church!
True, we want always to claim, 'but hey, that was not us, it was
them,' unless of course 'them' did something popular, then it
was 'us.' Whether it is right or wrong for them to hold us
accountable is not the issue, for some even argue that we
should not be held accountable for the misdeeds and the foul
manner of our church parents. I disagree. And what's more, in
reality we are held accountable.To all who have suffered, the
name 'Jesus,' the word 'Church' connotes death, carrying with
it a beat of destruction .
It is no use for me to argue with my people about how 'that'
was then, and 'this' is now. We are all, Jews and non -Jews,
historical people, except when we burn red with the shame of
guilt. then suddenly we want to live only for the day. We are all
responsible for the mess we've made. And this mess makes
me question. Not a new question by any means, but a deeply
troublesome one. Where is God in the midst of all this? I want
an answer. Now.
I keep asking because history and Israel seem to say that
God is lost. It says that if indeed he ever was here now he is
surely dead or dying. I mock God each time I forget to reach
out and turn inward on myself instead. Peter and I are too
much the same. This likeness frightens me. I'm not fully sure of
the reason . In some vague way my fear is manifested in all the
outer things: fearing ways of life I suppose. I fear believing in
religion as my God . I fear believing in the falleness of humanity
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without affirming the goodness out of which (and in whose
image) it was made . I fear believing that God is so pathetic, so
stupid, that He could not possibly reveal Himself to a host of
different people in in a host of different ways . I fear believing
that anything is more important, more worthy, than loving
people, chasing God, and being human. I fear believing that I
must articulate doctrines which tear my heart into little bits of
paper and toss them into the breeze to appease those who
cannot distinguish diversity from apostacy. I fear failing to
show God to people because I have him so well stuffed into a
sympathetic package, a tight jar with a child-proof lid, that He
cannot break loose, and his love suffocates.
I fear looking for truth in obscure and irrelevant places,
creating absolutes to pacify my insane quest tor security, and
forgetting that I am created , not creator. I fear killing myself
before I ever really serve God because His world upsets me
so. I tear that my bewildered howls and scratchings at
theology and philosophy may promulgate excellent
intellectual agility; yet if they lack actuality, they are worthless. I fear because I walk with a world of empty people,
marching past a festive banquet table: full of good fruits, vegetables from God's great earth. At the end there is a slosh
bucket, filled with pits and skins, resembling regurgitation, and
on this we feast, aimlessly stuffing ourselves with useless
waste. And with an impish grin, and a passive yawn, we stretch
and claim triumphantly, "I am full." Where in all this is the
fullness?
For me the fullness, the answers, have come most profoundly, most vividly, through Jesus: God: Spirit. I don 't know
that I would not have discovered these things without Jesus; I
only know that I have, with Him. I know people who have done
it without Jesus. They know the essence of their humanity,
founded in God. They know His law, His love, His wrath, His
glory. They know who they are; who they are not. Still they do
not know Jesus. They know what this world is, what it should
be. These people · have a notion , even more, a profound
conviction that this world is in need of a vast reform. Imagine
that-unchristian reform . These people say that this world
needs to be saved from its eventual suicide . They do not know
Jesus. They speak of salvation. They speak of love. They
speak of servide. They speak of responsibility . Why don 't the
speak of Jesus? Why must I speak of Jesus? Who is this Jesus
that they will not speak of?
He is this man who treated so well the harlot of Samaria at
the well; a man scornful of street -corner prayer boasts, noisy
collection buckets, and treacherous legalizers; a man who
treated His disciples with equal care, equal instruction
( even Mary takes a seat at his feet to learn); a man who loves
children . A man who loves me.
He is a man who ached a lot in his time, and his pain killed
Him. He was misunderstood by men, pleasing to God. I
remember He said that He would come back. I know I am
waiting. I know it's been a long time. Too long . No one told me
how he would come , where, or when. I wish it were now so I
wouldn't have to doubt any longer.
"Come Lord Jesus, we await you ."
"Are you here Lord, are you here?"
"And they stripped Him and put a scarlet robe upon Him,
and plaiting a crown of thorns they put it on His head and put a
reed in his right hand. And kneeling before him they mocked
him , saying, 'Hail, king of the Jews!' And they spat on him, and
took the reed and struck him on the head . And when they had
mocked him, they stripped him of the robe, and put his own
clothes on him, and led him away to be crucified ."
Jesus is a gentle touch, a bitter blow. A man weak with
power. He lives as a mason, dies with two thiefs . What
difference is that in my life? What does it mean tor me to take
up a cross and follow Jesus?
■

Portfolio
At first glance it is obvious that each of the two women
in Titian's painting "Sacred and Profane Love" is meant
to symbolize one of the two types of love named in the
title. Without a·ny further thought, it seems obvious that
the fully clothed, decent-looking woman represents
sacred love; whereas, the exposed, immodest-looking
woman represents profane love. However, this
assumption is in exact opposition to the artist's intention.
Titian painted during the Renaissance period in Italy.
At this time there were four clearly defined, symbolic
types of nudity used by artists. They are: "nuditas
naturalis;" " nuditas temporalis ;" "nuditas virtualis; " and
" nuditas criminalis ."
Natural nudity-to anglicize the term-described the
natural state of man as he is born into the world.
The lack of worldly goods and possessions was the
condition referred to by temporary nudity. While nudity is
the natural state of man at birth, it can also be the result
of trials and difficulties in life which cause one to live in a
condition of poverty. This lack of worldly goods can be
voluntary, however, as in the case of those who have
willingly surrendered all temporal things in order to
serve God completely.
The use of nudity to symbolize purity and innocence

was" nuditas virtualis ." It represented those in this world
who are not overcome by the evil and temptation which
surround them. It represents the high and the desirable
quality of the virtuous .life. Therefore, in portraying truth
as a virtue the figure of a naked woman was commonly
used.
"Nuditas criminalis," on the other hand, was symbolic
of lust, vanity, and the absence of all virtues.
The difference between these last two types of nudity
might be explained as the pursuit of what is eternal as
opposed to the pursuit of what is transient. Titian's
"Sacred and Profane Love" points out this contrast very
well. Titian used nudity as virtua/is when painting the
woman on the right whose nudity denotes her contempt
for perishable, earthly things. She, therefore, clearly
represents sacred love while the other woman, richly
clothed and adorned with glittering jewels, and holding
in her hands a vessel of gold and gems which symbolize
vanity and the love of richness and pleasures of this
world, is definitely in pursuit of transient bliss and clearly
represents profane love.
Seen in this light, Titian's intention is clear and
valuable to the viewer. Holding to the "first glance"
impression of this piece-or any work of art-with no
further thought on the artist's actual intention, is a
mistake .
■
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rite flou of 1riendsltip
-Greg Simoncini
This essay is a call to friendship. It
is a call to a unique relationship of
mutal trust and vulnerability based
on troth.
Friendship is an age-old concept.
Most of us would claim to have
many friends and most of us would
claim that everyone needs at least a
few friends. But friendship is also an
elusive concept. We say that we
have many friends and that others
ought to have friends as well; yet
when asked to define friendship,
most of us discover that we lack a
definition. Because of this, friendship tends to be an overused but
underdefined concept.
In order to understand friendship,
we must note four things. First, there
is a distinction between friendship
and acquaintanceship. Friendship
occures between two people who
pledge a vow of troth with one
another. Although this vow is usually
unspoken, it nonetheless underlies
and supports the structure of
friendship. Troth is an Old English
word capturing the meanings of
commitment, faithfulness, loyalty,
and fidelty. In a troth relationship,
two people commit more than just
time to one another; for a vow of
troth requires a total commitment of
one's entire self to the service of
another. In a troth relationship, then,
there must be total emotional and
spiritual communion between two
people, for troth requires genuiness
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and sincerity; it does not allow for
fickleness or capriciousness.
In friendship the commitment
between two people is steadfast and
reciprocal. Friends depend on one
another; they support one another;
they complement one another, and
in so doing they appropriate from
one another what they lack. Friends
share each other's joys and sorrows: one's cares are his friend's
cares.
Because of the vow of troth,
friends affect one another's
growth-the relationship is
dynamic. As two friends draw close
to one another, they eventually
become one and begin to share
common goals, purposes, and
beliefs, and this further integrates
their relation. And although a friend
does not unequivocally approve of
his friend's actions, a friend will try to
elicit in the other what God wants
elicited, and to supress what God
wants supressed.
An acquaintanceship, on the
other hand, only requires a
commitment of a little time, enough
to ensure that one does not lose
touch with the other. Acquaintances
may tell each other some few facts
of their individual lives, but only the
safe ones, and even then only if 1
there is no measure of personal pain
connected with them . Acquaintances, therefore, do not readily
expose their most intimate selves to

one another: usually they confine
-their conversations to small talk.
And because of this lack of communication, there is no vow of troth
between acquaintances and thus
their relationship is easily broken.
To label an acquaintance a friend
simply defames the concept of
friendship. Many of us console
ourselves with the number of
acquaintances that we have, for we
think that we have many friends.
Yet, we can be surrounded by
multitudes of acquaintances and
still be lonely. For, unless we
experience with another person
total emotional and spiritual
communion, we cannot be
ourselves. When we are convinced
that we cannot communicate our
true selves with another, we go into
a self-imposed isolation from the
world. We hide ourselves behind
carefully crafted facades which
conceal our true selves and portray
a self that we think will be accepted
more readily. In this situation we are
never able to be ourselves, and thus
no one knows who we actually are.
Yet if there exists a friend, someone
to whom we can genuinely and
honestly reveal our true selves then
we will not be lonely; for we will know
that this friend knows who we really
are, and the need to hide behind
facades will no longer exist.
In order to have this communion,
we must trust that others will not

reject us, that they will see in us the
good person that God created. But
we also must be willing to be
entrusted with another. Our friends
must feel that they can reveal their
true selves to us and that we will not
reject them; they must feel fully
protected and accepted in our presence. One of the most devastating
blows to a friendship is a breach of
trust . This happens when we treat
lightly or run slipshod over the
feelings and secrets of our friends .
We are fragile people ; when a friend
reveals herself to us, we are trusted
to handle her with care. If we do not,
we will damage her and possibly
destroy the friendship . Trust
between two people leads to .
sharing and understanding, to love .
and acceptance. Yet without mutual
· trust two.pe·ople will not reveal their ·
true ·selves .· to one another . and
cqnsequently they·will not be able to
deveiop · true friendship.

a

Second,· it is important to note that ·
friendship is a gift of the Lord: No
man is . an island . God created us to
live in relationship with others; he did
not intend ·for us to live in a selfimposed isolation from the . world .
We all need love and acc_
e ptance, to
be able · to share and to be
understood by others. But we also
need to love and to accept, to be
shared to by, and to understand,
others . We are fulfilled by the gifts of
another, and by being able to give to
others. In friendship, then, our lives
take on new meaning as we learn to
give and receive in our relationship
with another. Without friendship, we
are like a hermit isolated in a cave .
We are unable to express ourselves
by using the gifts that God has endowed us with, and we are unable to
be edified by the gifts that God has
endowed to others . Without friends,
we live alone, lacking the joy which
comes from mutual sharing .
Third, it is important to note that
the type of friendship we are
describing is not held in high regard .
We live in a self-seeking society
which praises independence and
mocks dependence. We are

in order to survive, for vulnerability
leads to troth. Holding back oneself
in order to manipulate another's perception only breaks troth, breaches
trust, and leads to loneliness.
Being vulnerable takes
tremendous courage . We must be
willing to take the risk that if people
truly see us they will not be repelled .
Each of us is a unique creation of
God . But we can only know
ourselves in relation to others;
unless we tear down the elaborate
facades which blot out our true
selves , we will not know and be
thankful for what God created .
Being vulnerable means honestly
confronting oneself. For when we
open ourselves up to others , we
allow them to accept us, and when
we give of ourselves to others, we
learn to accept what God created in
us. Therefore, we need courage to
open up to others and in so doing we
need courage to confront ourselves.
Finally, our desire to be
Vulnerability leads to deindependent and self-reliant means
pendence
. As was noted earlier, our
that we refuse to be vulnerable.
society does not accept the person
Without vulnerability, however, a
who claims to need someone else.
true friendship cannot e x ist.
None of us, however, is a complete
Vulnerability is frightening, for we
self-sufficient human being. We
must expose our dark sides as well
have gifts and talents that others
as our good sides for others to see.
lack, and others have gifts and
.When we are vulnerable we let our
talents
that we lack. Because of
guards down long enough to let
others see our true - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

constantly bombarded with images
of the Marlboro man and the Virginia
Slims lady: tough , self-reliant, and
independently aggressive. These
images compel us to strive for
economic success and to reach the
height of self-pleasure . They
compel us to choose between the
qualities of friendship and the
qualities of rugged individualism. If,
however, we choose to follow the
way of the Marlboro man and the
Virginia Slims lady, then we must
pay a heavy price. We must
surrender the fulfillment and joy that
comes when two people pledge a
vow of troth to one another, and give
reciprocally . We must surrender the
virtues of commitment and
· dependence that friendship
requires . Thus the choice is not
between commitment and
independence, rather it is between
commitment and loneliness.

selves. Today we
Io o k u p m a n y
avenues seeking

We are constantly bombarded with
·
f h M arlb oro man an d th e
Images
O t e
Virginia Slims lady.

that elusive quality
of friendship. Yet
in our searching · we frequently
refuse the vulnerability that true
friendship requires. We are willing to
pledge a vow of troth and be com mitted to others , and we are willing
to trust them . But we are not willing
to be completely vulnerable and
expose our most intimate selves .
Generally, we refuse to take the risk
of vulnerability for one reason: we ·
are afraid that others will reject us,
that no one will understand ancl
accept us. Instead of taking the risk
of vulnerability, we would rather protect ourselves; after all, if a person
does not know us, he cannot hurt us.
But friendship requires vulnerability

these inequlaities, we cannot go it
alone ; rather, we must be
complemented and supported by
one another. To learn the goodness
of those who are unlike is rich and
revealing . We let others know that
we cannot survive alone and that we
will have to depend on them for help.
Nothing could be more liberating , for
we are freed from bearing our
burdens alone. We know that when
we cannot make it alone anymore,
someone will be there to help us.
Through vulnerability we learn
about the strengths and
weaknesses of our friends, and our
friends learn of our strengths and
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(Friendship Cont'd.)
weaknesses. And together we can
depend on one another through the
many trials of life.
But this dependence is often eyed
suspiciously as either illicit or unnatural. If we get too close to someone, if we become dependent on
someone of our sex, then society
suspects us of homosexuality.
Furthermore, if we become too
close to someone of the opposite
sex, then we are suspected of fornication. Man rarely realizes that
friendship without intercourse is a
possibility. Although the temptation
exists to reduce friendship to mere
sexual pleasure, to assume that
friendship must be abolished
because of this temptation is not
inherent in the original structure of
friendship. Because friendship is a
part of God's good creation, and
because of the work of Jesus Christ,
the possibility of true friendship
exists. We are called to , restore
God's creation, not to reject it.
Therefore, we are called to restore
the relationship of friend, not to flee
from it.
There exists, of course, no five "'.
step plan to true friendship. We have
seen that friendship is a troth
relationship, where two people are
committed to one another; that it is a
relationship of mutual trust, where
two people are willing to trust each
other with their most intimate selves;
and that it is a relationship of mutual
vulnerability, where two people
reveal themselves in such a way
that they become dependent on
each other. This type of friendship
must be worked on; it must be cared
for. It cannot simply be taken for
granted. Developing a friendship is
hard work. It takes time; it takes
tears; it takes compassion . If we do
not have friends, it is almost
impossible to discover who we are
and, more importantly, we lose the
chance to have real emotional and
spiritual communion with another
person. Without a friend, life is
lonely; we are isolated from
ourselves and from others .
Friendship, then, is liberating. It frees
us from our self-imposed isolation,
and it allows us to let our guard down
and simply be ourselves.
■
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The Second Chronicles
of Thomas Covenant, The Unbeliever
Book Three: The White Gold Wielder
A Review
-Ed Nyman
In the years since the 1960's
wh en the world first discovered
Tolkien 's Lord of the Rings and
L ewis in t ro d uced us to the
Chronicles of N arnia, fantasy
literat ure has become a genre
important in its own right. One of the
newest and most pro mising fantasy
writers to emerge in re cent years is
Stephen R. Donaldson. His on ly
boo ks thu s far have been his
mammoth six-book Chronic les of
Thomas Covenant, the Unbeliever.
In the first three-book ser ies (the
first Chronicles) an embittered and
st ubborn leper from ou r world,
T homas Covenant, is c all ed into
another world called The La nd. T hi s
other world is be ing threatened by
an evil entity, Lord Foul. Covenant
poss esses a white gol d wedd ing
ring. In this new world, white gold
is the sou rce of wild mag ic, the only
power capable of defeat ing Foul.
Lord Foul, himself, wi shes to
possess the ring . The Creator has
imprisoned Foul in the worl d and
only the power of the rin g is powerfu l
enough to break Lord Foul' s bonds .
T hus, the stag e is set for their batt le
for the ri ng and the Land.
But Coven ant refuses to fight. He
refuses to accept the role he has
been given or to accept hi s power,

and he ref uses to save the Land
from Lord Foul' s rule; for Covenant
be li eves that the La nd is simply a
fantasy brou ght on by his leprosy.
Over the cou rse of three psycholog ica lly dema nding yet spellbinding books , Covenant comes to
terms with hi mse lf, with the Land,
and its deman ds on hi m, and with
Lord Foul. In the end, Foul is defeated though not killed, and the
La nd is restored .
In the Second Chronicles, ten
thousands years have passed in the
Land, and Lord Foul has regained
his power. This time, it is Lord Foul
wh o call s Coven ant back into the
La nd. As in the Firs t Chronicles, Foul
plans events in orde r to bring
Covenant into such deep despair
that he will, in the end, willingly give
the ring to him. In both chronicles,
but especi ally in the first, the theme
. of despair is a cen tral theme; it is the
ep itome of desecration, of sin.
Because of certa in acts committed
in the Firs t Chronicles, the effects of
Lord Foul's powe r have become that
much more horrendous and the difficulty with whith the La nd may be
restored has become that much
greater.
In these Second Chronicles,
Don a ldson in t roduces a new
c haracter into the story, a heroine by

the name of Linden Avery. For
various reasons, this young medical
doctor is pulled into the Land along
with Covenant. The remainder of the
story pits Linden and Covenant
against themselves, each other, and
against Lord Foul as they struggle to
deal with their own psychological
problems, and their relationships to
each other, and with the nature of
good, evil, and love, its strengths,
weaknesses, and limitations.
Despite the fact that the Second
Chronicles have fared better than
have the First Chronicles (Book
Two, The One Tree was on the New
York Times' best seller list for 5
months), the Second Chronicles are
far inferior to the first. The plot of the
Second Chronicles is neither as
cohesive nor as convincing as that
of the first; and the places and
characters of the second have not
been created with the credibility that
they were in the first. Only the
character of Covenant and of
Linden, and perhaps that of one of
the giants, Pitchwife, achieves any
depth. However, as he did in the first
series, Donaldson does a good job
of making the evil in the Land seem
oppressive. In fact, Donaldson
consistently does a better job when
called upon to make something
seem t:1orrible or oppressive than
when called upon to convince the
reader of something's beauty. This
is true both of his ability to describe
places and scenes and of his ability

to describe a character's
personality and psychological
struggles. At some points, these
psychological struggles are so
gripping and so oppressive that
many people find the reading of the
chronicles psychologically draining-a sure indication of the power
of Donaldson's use of the language
but a stumbling block to some
readers. Also, the deliberately difficult vocabulary can be a constant
irritation to the reader. Donaldson
seems to go to great lengths to find
the most obscure words whenever
possible. A dictionary is a much
needed companion to even the
most educated reader.
One of the strengths of the first
series was the manner in which
Donaldson so skillfully interwove the
characters' psychological quests
with the action of the plot. In the
second series, the connection
between the two still exists, but it
seems more remote and incidental.
Although the action is still affected
to a certain degree by the internal
struggles of the characters and vice
versa, the characters often seem to
have been given things to do and
quests to go on simply to keep them
busy. The cause and effect
structure of the action breaks down,
and, as a result, the plot often seems
to be no more than a string of
unconnected events. The only
element that clearly ties this string
together is the psychological action;
both Covenant, and, especially,

Linden, are forced to deal with the
evil inside of them and with their
relationship to each other. The skill
with which Donaldson creates this
intense internal battle makes up for
the weakness of the external action.
And, indeed, this psychological
aspect is part of what has made both
series so popular. It reveals the
depth of Donaldson's sensitivities
and the height of his artistic capabilities. If Donaldson had managed
to give us a tighter plot and more
convincing action, characters, and
scenes, the Second Chronicles
would have been a fitting
companion to the first. As it is, they
are clearly inferior.
Donaldson also bombards the
reader with a deluge of themes and
ideas which are never dealt with
fully, and he leaves several strings
of the plot hanging-so much so, in
fact, that one might well fear that
another sequel is in the wind.
Perhaps Donaldson is pushing a
good thing too far. The Thomas
Covenant series were his first books
and it would be interesting to see
him try something new. It would be a
tragedy if he ran his story into the
ground.
But, having said all that, one must
still acknowledge that in a market
f loaded with trendy fantasy works of
all sorts and descriptions,
Donaldson far out-ranks them all
and is worthy of taking his place beside even Tolkien and Lewis.
■

Call
The evening has just begun .
I can hear the faint gurgling of the toilet,
the steady hum of the refridgerator . . .
I am enveloped
in olive cotton
and rust acrylic.
The pale beige ginger jar lamp
casts an orbiculate luminescence
onto the floral pattern of the worn couch.
The grey-yellow phone
lounges silently,
indifferent to my labored contemplation
of its virtues .
-Solange Claudette
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The "Witness " to Two Brothers
-William Ashman Sanderson

I remember two very young boys
walking on a hot summer day along
a narrow path following the broad
figure of their Aunt Helen. The path
led to the point where two
Pennsylvania rivers came together,
the Juniata, and what was called the
Ray's Town Branch. On one side of
the path, corn grew tall; on the other
side there was a bit of woods and
grass which sloped quickly to the
rocky banks of the river. The boys
were eagerly looking forward to
swimming. Their aunt was what
many Christians today-with what I
fear is a feeling of superiority-call a
"fundamentalist." She was a plain
woman. I suppose she never used
make-up. But she had a certain joy
and zest for life in her and a beautiful
smile. She knew these nephews had
had little, if any, religious instruction, and she had often tried to bear
a Christian witness to them. Now as
they plodded along she explained
once again how Jesus Christ had
died for them, and how he had borne
the punishment for their sins, and
had been raised from the dead. And
those who believed in Him receive
eternal life in heaven, and those who
did not went to hell. She half-turned
and asked them: "Do you believe
that? Do you believe He died for
you?" One brother, the younger one,
simply said, "Yes, I believe that."
The other brother thought for a while
and replied, "I'm not so sure about
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that." They continued on to the
place where the two rivers became
one; or, depending on the way you
look at it, the one river became two.
Years later one of these boys was
an earnest young preacher and
teacher in small separatist
presbyterian churches along the
east coast, and the other was a
thoughtful graduate assistant in
philosophy at the University of
Illinois. But that is getting ahead of
my story.
*

*

I remember two young boys, one
in the 7th grade, one in the 6th,
whose mother decided that it was
time they were baptized. The family
had never gone to any church, but
she felt they should be baptized in
the Episcopal church because her
father had been a member of that
church and because baptizing
children was surely the thing to do,
even if belatedly. The younger
brother, whose name was George,
as I recall the matter, quietly
accepted this. The older brother, his
name was Bill, objected. He
explained carefully to his mother
that he regarded this as a
meaningless ceremony and that
she must understand that it meant
absolutely nothing to him. But, if she
insisted that the deed be done, he
would acquiesce. She was neither a
rational nor a religious woman, so
baptism in the name of the Father
and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost
was indeed subsequently carried
out by the dignified rector of St.
Stephen's Episcopal Church. Godparents had had to be recruited.
Aunt Helen and her husband Earl
agreed to participate, contrary to
their own principles. They thought
that in this way at least they might
make some further witness to the
family and contribute toward a
redeeming influence for their

nephews. The other godparents
were a brother and sister who were
Spiritualists, long-time friends of the
children's father (who himself had
no intention at that time of ever
becoming a participant in the life of a
church). After these rites were
carried out, their mother did take her
boys to church for a while, and
George sang in the boys' choir, and
Bill grudgingly carried the flag on a
few occasions in the Sunday
morning processional. Both lads
were also duly confirmed within a
few months by the bishop after a
series of classes. All Bill
remembered of those confimation
classes was the Rector's asking
how many commandments there
were. Bill, _
believing the question was
entirely too easy and obvious, had
volunteered that there were twelve,
arguing that there were the ten in the
0 Id Testament and two added by
Christ in the New Testament.
Somehow the goodly priest did not
respond well to this logic, but the lad
at least had learned something. And,
indeed, there was a bit of the
majesty and awe of Christian
worship which had penetrated his
person as he was conditioned to
bow slightly as the cross passed his
pew coming into the sanctuary on
his left and then to bow again as it
moved by him on the right toward
the altar. "The glorious fellowship of
the apostles praise Him!" the words
and music of the morning service
were, it now appears, indelibly impressed upon him. But the family
moved to the suburbs, and the long
trip to the ivied, stone chapel
became too much of a burden for
their mother; and there were other
problems as well.
Years later one of the boys was
graduated from the University of
Pittsburgh with an A.B., majoring in
history; and the other completed his

bachelor's degree in philosophy, Phi
Beta Kappa, at the University of
Kentucky. But still, that is getting
ahead of my story.
*
*
I remember two brothers, Bill and
George, one a senior and one a
junior in high school. They seemed
like very different boys. Bill was very
self-centered and was driven
somehow to get the best grades and
to assume prominence in every
aspect of school life. George was
less self-assuming, more inner
directed. In the year that I
remember, they were both in the
same advanced algebra class. (I
believe that Bill had postponed
taking the class lest he fail to get an
A in it; and George, who was, as a
matter of fact, only fifteen months
younger, was taking it with his
own class.) The older brother was
eager to do well and to please the
teacher. It was the grade, I suppose, he was after, but algebra did
intrigue him. The younger brother
often held his head down upon the
desk or frequently seemed not to
pay attention . "What are you doing:
what are you thinking about when
you seem so far away? " his brother
sometimes asked him. "I am thinking about the nature of truth ." Something like that was always his reply.
So now, perhaps, you think it is
clear whi~h of these · boys later
studied philosophy and which one
studied history. But it's not as simple
as that. There was World War II.
*

*

I remember a night in the middle
o~ that war. Bill had entered the Army
Air Corps; he was home, briefly, in
uniform . George, the taller and
stronger of the two actually, had
failed his physical because of a bad
eye. Believing he had to contribute
to the war effort somehow, he had
refused to enter college and had
instead become a mechanic. At first
he repaired automobiles, and later
he worked for H.J. Heinz and Co.
building gliders for the invasion of
Europe. Things were different at
home now. It was their father who
was going to church. It was a
fundamentalist church to which he
had been drawn in a suprising and
devious way, involving, in the course

of it, the witness of that aunt and
uncle whom I have mentioned
previously.
Thus, it came about that their
fat her was eager to take his two
sons to the culminating service of an
evangelistic week at the church
where he himself had previously
professed his faith in Christ. So they
went with him. There was a great
deal of enthusiastic 'singing and a
fiery sermon. Actually, the results of
the week had not been too impressive-only a few teenage girls had
accepted Christ. That night the
evangelist faced his last chance to
fulfill his calling in that place. After
preaching the gospel, he gave his
concluding , fervent invitation to
come to Christ-an old man raised
his hand. There was further
pleading-a little boy responded.
The evangelist changed his formula:
"Would all those who are not sure
they are Christians raise their
hands"; he would pray for them.
Now it seemed reasonable to the
older brother to respond. By this
time in his life he thought he
probably had believed in Christ
though he could not claim'
assurance about it. Bill put up his
hand; he was in uniform. Then the
evangelist called all who had raised
their hands to come forward. Bill
stayed in his seat. He had not raised
his hand seeking salvation or
confrontation , but prayer. The
evangelist pleaded with a//, even
those who were simply seeking, etc.,
to come forward. So Bill, finally,
reluctantly, went forward and was
quickly ushered into a side room
where he was given a copy of the
Gospel of John by the pastor, who
knew him, and who urged him to
read it. They went rather hurriedly
back into the assembly room . The
evangelist took the little boy into the
pulpit, then, the old man. It seemed
to the older brother that he was
exploiting them for popular acclaim.
"Don't let him call me up there like
that," he insisted to the pastor whom
he trusted. But the evangelist did
turn his attention to his most
impressive catch . " Stand up ,
soldier boy, " he shouted, "and tell
God 's people, that you believe in
Jesus Christ and that you are
grateful to God for salvation and

et~rnal life." Every eye was upon the
uniformed older brother. Speaking
to large groups of people was no
problem for Bill. He had done some
public speaking and debating, and
he was dreaming of being a lawyer
and a politician when the war was
over. It was simple for him to proclaim what he was pressured to repeat. So he did. There was rejoicing .
The whole congregation-all the
believers-were commanded to get
out of their seats and join hands
around the hall. Everyone joined in a
great circle, everyone, that is, but
the younger brother. He remained in
his seat, head bowed. The
evangelist left the podium ,
advanced upon this humble prey
and beseeched him to accept Christ
as his Savior. George quietly assured him, "I do not believe as you
do." Emotion was high throughout
the hall. The evangelist fiercely
pressed his demands. The younger
brother remained gently adamant.
The evangelist lost all patience. He
stomped his foot and in passionate,
almost scornful, indignation committed this gentle youth loudly to
hell. The saints encircled then sang,
"Blessed be the ties that bind our
hearts in Christian love." The
service was over.
Some years later, after the war, it
was the older brother, who left home
for a conservative Christian seminary in order to have a chance to
sort it all out. The younger brother
left, also, to study philosophy and
ostensibly more gracious eastern
religions.
If one follows the stream of even
just one human life back toward its
beginnings, he will discover, of
course, that there are many contributing events which have combined to fashion that life. There are
many points of confluence . In the
case of these two brothers, I remember that early witness and that
later witness, but I would not want
you to think that they alone account
for the divergencies which
developed between two boys so
close in age and habitation . Yet
these events remain at least
suggestive and symbolic of the
kinds of witness which draw men
toward, or estrange them from , our
Lord.
■
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Epitaph
I have no strength to love, to give.
There is a time to embrace, I know not when.
There is a time to refrain from embracing, who shall judge?
I cannot give that which I do not possess.
Who accepts shattered dreams? Who seeks in dark places?
I have nothing. I am nothing.
I can receive nothing, even when offered the greatest gift.
I have desired so long that I am unmoved.
Go, and damn me, for even my God curses me.
Leave me with the bitterness of knowledge, of regret,
The oppression of my own evil, with my cold passion,
The outstretched arms of my mind ....
And with the hope which I allow no one to diminish.
-Katherine Bitner
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Some Shells

Betsy Buurma

Construction Site
The site is autonomous: its edges
Blurred by matted grasses
Insulating the sunken mounds.
The dirt is cluttered, captivating,
With functionless paper, styrofoam, and tin;
The landscape, littered like a stained-glass window
Or an arson's note, cut from a magazine.
Brown birds buzz, glide, and go.
Distant buildings wait for the emergence
Of the coming phoenix
For its brown bricks and discreet, dark windows,
For its business men with vertigo.
The vision fades. The walls melt first.
The final icon: the business man clutching an exposed beam.
Then the spreading, fragmented arcadia.
-Rob Schreur
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Spring Headache
Come March and April professors chime,
"Happy Spring, it's term paper time.
Believe us now, we know, we should;
We're only doing this for your own good.
Discuss Thoreau, crime waves, inflation,
Or cite your views on the Reformation.
Forget your tans, abolish baseballs,
To the library carrels wherein your place calls."
The library beckons and we must heed,
Twenty more sources we still need.
BLX 608
You've simply got to concentrate.
But you can't find the books to get;
Some creep has picked the same topic!
A line of forty students goes insane
As the copier breaks down from the overload strain.

Untitled

Bibliographies stretch for yards and yards;
The room's knee-deep in index cards.
Back to the Reader's Guide for some more,
Haven't I seen this one before?
Your roommate hasn't heard you speak
Coherently for half a week.
For the first time in your life you see
The lights go out in the library.
To footnote or not to, when in doubt
Throw the dubious paragraph out.
Author first, or was it title?
Is it really all that vital?
Thesis finished, outline done;
a work of art and second to none.
B+ or better it's sure to bring,
Now who do you get to type the thing?
-Ms. Elenius

Tracey L. Gebbia
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